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Weather
Outlook—Mostly sunny today and
tomorrow, with HUM possibility ot mis
for tho next few days.
Lmperataree—■ th. high 70 ■ or
low 10's. with lows of Mar SO.

Thought For The Day

Qfyt % <§. £t

Never try to reason tho prejudice out of a man.—It was not
reasoned into him. and cannot
bo reasoned out
Sydney Smith

"OHIO'S BEST DAILY COLLEGE NEWSPAPER —OCKA. 1IM
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May Queen, Court,
Class Representatives
To Be Chosen May 21
The
student
body
will
choose new upperclass officers and the 1968 May Queen
and her Court in an all-campus election May 21, announced Peg Faze, chairman of
the Student Elections Board. Elections will also be held on that
date for officers of the student
body and members of the Student Council. Precinct voting will
again be in effect to give students
in all sections of the campus an
equal chance to vote. Miss Faze
stated that the Board hopes to
have voting booths set up at the
four polling centers, which will
be: the main lobby of the University Union, the main lounge of
Founders Quadrangle, the Well
of the Administration Bldg. and
either the main lounge or post
office of Kodgers Quadrangle.
Students may vote at any of these
places from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. on
the twenty-first.
To be eligible for election to
an upper class office, a student
must have been nominated at the
convention May 7, have a 2.0 accumulative point average. The student was also required to turn in
a petition to the Elections Board
signed by 40 classmates.
Candidates for May Queen and
Court must turn in their pictures
to the Union Activities Office by
B p.m. today.
Each campus
residence
hall was
entitled
to enter one candidate from each
class represented in that hall, but
unless the candidate's name was
turned in at the Union Activities
Office by May 9, their candidacy
has been cancelled.
Actual campaigning for both
elections will begin at K a.m. tomorrow morning. Candidates may
visit residence halls on May 14,
IS, 19 and 20 between 6 and 7
p.m. for personal campaign presentations. Parades are permissable from 4:15 to 7 p.m. on class
days or Saturday, but not on
Sunday. The route must be approved by William J. Rohrs. chief
of University Police.
Posters promoting upperclass officers may be placed in residence
halls, but permisison of the head
resident must first be secured.
However, no posters or signs arc
permitted in the May Queen and
court election. No signs or posters
may be placed inside academic
buildings or in the interior of the
Nest. Campaign material used on
lapels is pcrmissable in either election and may be of any size and
type.
Upper class posters must be
no larger than 22 by 7 inches or
7 by 11 inches. Mimeographed
and dittoed material cannot be
used unless personally addressed
and may be no larger than 8tt by
(Continued on page 21

Shakespearean Tragedy, 'Macbeth/
Opens 4-Day Run Tomorrow Evening
Lynn Interprets
Theater Rigors
By CAROL BREDDER
A stage empty but for a few
props, a dimly-lit house, the
stage lights glaring, the voices
of tired actors echoing in an
empty theatre—these are an
actor's mien. Whether it is a
University or Broadway production, it is much the same, said
Jeffrey Lynn in an interview
Tuesday night, May 6.
"When you are working on a
play, you can't think about anything else." continued l.ynn. "1
worked on it in New York before
coming out here."
In answer to the question, "Do
you think educational theatre prepares students sufficiently for
the professional theatre?" Lynn
answered, "Not enough to step
right onto Broadway." He went
on to say that actors should never
stop studying-- some never do
stop.
"Earnest study and work are
necessary to achieve your goals,
especially in the theHtre," Lynn
said. He repeatedly emphasized
that one can never get enough
study and experience.
In connection with the current
production, "Macbeth," Lynn was
asked, "Do you feel that college
students are mature enough to
interpret Shakespeare adequately?" Lynn answered, "Adequately
yes, but certainly not for the "old
Vic."
Asked about a college preparation for the theatre, Lynn
said, that present college speechdrama majors receive more training than he did while in college.
"Get a college degree before
you go into the theatre," Lynn
said. He pointed out that you have
a wider background of knowledge
and experience and arc therefore
much better prepared for your
chosen field.
With reference to the classics,
Lynn said, "As a professional actor you get a little chance to do
the classics—but it is well worth
it if you can do it. Shakespeare
is very valuable acting experience.
The longer you live, the better
qualified you are to play Shakespeare."
Concluding, Lynn was asked.
"Does summer stock help a person
break into the professional theatre?" He replied, Yes, it gives
you creditable experience and a
wide, versatile background."

Tomorrow will see the opening of the fifth and last major production of the season, "Macbeth." Jeffrey Lynn, star
of the Broadway stage, will be seen as Macbeth in this Shakespearean drama. Playing opposite him will be Wanda Chynoweth as l.ady Macbeth.
A combination of various levels and platforms will be
the setting for showing the aftermath of the invasion of Scotland
which was successfully repelled by
the heroic efforts of Macbeth. Duncan, the King of Scotland, played
by Ronald Mainous, hears of Macbeth's heroism and renps honors
upon him.
Floats, built through the com-

TomorrowlancT
Is MD Theme

bined efforts of the fraternities,
sororities, and men's and women's
residence halls, will be a feature
of May Day, Saturday, May 24, according to Anita Luyk, chairman
of the Spirit and Traditions Roard,
who is planning the event.
The parade of floats, built
around a "Tomorrowland" theme,
will begin at 1:30 p.m. in the parking lot adjacent to the practice
football field. From here the entourage will follow a prescribed
route through the city and return
to campus, finally ending up in
the stadium. Nancy Hammond, cochairman of the parade with Ray
Marvin, stated that all floats, to
he eligible for competition, must
be at the parking lot and registered
by 12:45 p.m.
Once in the stadium, a program
which includes presentation of the
candidates for May Queen, awarding of trophies for the outstanding
floats, and special entertainment
will get under way.
After meeting with the social
chairmen of each fraternity, sorority, and residence hall recently, it
was decided that the pairing of
groups for the building of these
floats would be a preferential, instead of assigned, basis, said Miss
Luyk. As such, no official list of
how the groups are paired is avilablc at this time.

Long worth To Head
Dept. Of Sociology
Dr. Donald S. Longworth, associate professor of sociology, will
replace Prof. C. Glenn Swanson,
professor of sociology, as department chairman at the beginning of
the second semester of summer
school.
Dr. Swanson, who resigned because of ill health, has been chairman for the past nine years. He
will continue to teach next year.
Dr. Ixmgworth, who is from
Rawson, Ohio, started teaching
here in 1949. He received his M.A.
and B.A. degrees here and his
Ph.D. at Ohio State.

As Macbeth returns from battle
in the company of his comrade,
Banquo, portrayed by Jim Rodgers,
they are met by three witches.
Strange prophecies are muttered
to Macbeth and Bunquo, intimating
that Macbeth will be King, but
Banquo will be father to a line of
kings. Disturbed, Macbeth goes on
to receive his awards from Duncan, and then returns to his castle
lo prepare for Duncan's visit.
Macbeth, with the insistence of
Lady Macbeth, murders Duncan
when he appears at the castle.
With the advent of Duncan's death,
Macbeth is named King of Scotlund. But the crown does not rest
easy on his head. Macbeth indulges
in a career of murder and violence
which lends to his downfall.
MacDuff, one of the leaders of
the revolt against Macbeth, will
be portrayed by James Schindler.
Malcom, Duncan's son and eventual
king, will be played by Bruco Wagner. David danger will play
Donalbain; Rex McGraw, Lennox;
David Riggs, Ross; Jon Nicodemus,
Angus; Michael Phcncger, Fleance; Elizabeth Roof, Lady MacDuff; Rosemary Westfall, gentlewoman; Ronald Gibson, Old Siward, and Lewis Bove, Mentcith.
Others in the cast are: Frank
(ilann, Raymond Marvin, Dale
Nedelco, Lloyd Reynolds, Ronald
O'Lcary, Carl Recktenwald, Neil
Staten, Kenneth Japp, Owen Elder, All- rt Ronke, and Gene Bowman. Also, Gary I,ee Schommer,
Audeen Matiacik, Patricia Bcloff,
Judy Lisy, Margaret Faze, Andrea
Householder, I .a Delle Gerlach, San
Merrick, Luanne Johnson, and
Barbara Gaines.
Crew heads for the production
are: stage manger, Robert Kinstle;
assistant stage manager, George
Dunstcr;
properties,
Dorothy
Hayes and Patricia Kodgers; makeup, Audrey Schuessler and Judy
Randall; sound, Doug Cotner,
Charlotte Blicsch, and Janice
Baker; lighting, Lois Derrough
and Mahlon Rouch; costumes,
Nancy
Traxler
and
Georgia
Schuldt; publicity, Nancy Arnold,
Gilbert Barto, and Alvin Waldron.

DU, Phi, AKO, AChiO Win Chariot Honors
By GEORGE DUNSTER
In what turned out to be
one of the most beautiful week
ends to date this spring term,
the Kappa Sigma Chariot
Race and allied events were
held under blue, sunny skies
May 10. Alpha Kappa Omega and
Alpha Chi Omega brought home the
bacon for their respective groups
in the race. Don Newa, chairman
for the event, said that this year's
affair was the "most colorful and
biggest yet"
Attending the Chariot Race Venus, Mimi Mills, Williams Hall,
were Beverly Wehr, Alpha Xi Delta
and Barbara Mellon, Gamma Phi
Beta. Miss Mills was crowned
Queen of the Race by last year's
Venus, Cella Richardson.
In the float parde, which saw
some twenty units participating,
Delta Upsilon won in the men's
division while for the women, Alpha Phi took the trophy. Chi Omega
placed second and Alpha Xi Delta
landed third spot for their floats.
In the men's division, Theta Chi
and Delta Tau Delta tied for second. The judges for the floats, who
rode in the parade in an open convertible behind the Kappa Sigma
"bandwagon," were Max Graeber
and Stan Kaufman, local mer-
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chants, and Mrs. Iva Damewood,
Kappa Sigma Housemother.
Commenting on the day's events,
Newa stated that the turnout for
the race and parade was the biggest yet. Approximately 2,000 people ringed the field behind the
Fine Arts Bldg. to witness the
races and the crowning of the
Venus and the presentation of her
court. All along the parade route
downtown people lined the curb
to laugh at the antics of the participants and gaze at the floats.
Theta Chi which played the role
of, "always a bridesmaid, but
never a bride," also tied for second
in the men's division of the races.
This time they were tied by Phi
Delta Theta for the number two
slot. A similar role fell to Chi
Omega in the women's section,
they proceeded to nail down second
After taking second in the floats,
in the races. Third for the women, in the race went to Delta Xi
Theta. Trophies to the winners
were presented by Kappa Sigma
chapter president, John McNutt.
Newa said that the races were
run the same as last year; that is,
there were series of heats with
the winners in each then vying in
the final one. It was here that the
AKO's and AChiO's emerged victorious. Running for Alpha Kappa
Omega were Harold Furcron and
Jim Tucker, while Gary Elder rode.
For Alpha Chi Omega it was
Donna Fusco and Jan Walker running and Nancy Centner riding.

Photo, lr Hollar
MEMBERS OF ALPHA CHI OMEGA, the wom.n'. division winner of Ih. chariot race, parade before the reviewing stand during the eleventh annual Kappa
Sigma Chariot Race Saturday afternoon. The ludges, Mrs. Iva Danewood. Xappa
Sigma housemother; Mr. Slan Kaufman and Mr. Max Graeber. both local buslneum.n. awarded first place trophies lo Delta Upsilon and Alpha Phi.

Photo by Xloll.r

MACBETH AND BANQUO. friends who eventually become enemies because
of Macbeth'! leisure of the throne of Scotland, are shown In a scene from Shake■peare'i famous play, "Macbeth." which opens a lour-day run tomorrow In the
main auditorium. Portraying the Hue character will be visiting Broadway actor
Jeffrey Lynn, left while fames Rodgers. right will be seen as Banquo.

World Views
WASHINGTON—Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev has agreed to
technical talks with the West on control of a nuclear test ban, but the
U.S. greeted the gambit with a marked lack of enthusiasm.
BELGRAD—Russia reportedly has warned Yugoslav President Tito
to abandon his independent Communist course for the Moscow party
line or government relations between the two countries would suffer.
WASHINGTON—Reports reaching the free world say Khrushchev's
position is threatened by rival factions within the Kremlin who are
supported by Red China. Well-informed sources in Washington say
the Premier apparently has come out on top in the struggle but with
some loss of authority. They add that new challenges are expected to
continue undiminished.
TOYKO—Japanese leftists plan two giant rallies in Toyko this
week to embarrass Prime Minister Obusuke Kishi before the May 22
general elections. The planned demonstrations hold new threats for tho
U.S. and British embassies against H-bomb tests being conducted in
tho Pacific.
BEIRUT—Two persons were reported killed and an undetermined
number wounded yesterday in fresh anti-government in the Lebanese
capital of Beirut and the city of Tripli. Army troops and tanks were
rushed into the city as anti-western "National Front" opponents of
President Camille Chamnun called a general strike of indefinite length.
The border with Syria was closed, thus banning travel between
Beirut and Damascus, the capital cf Syria, which is united with Egypt
in the United Arab Republic.
Compiled from the wires of The International News Service

Salk Explains Vaccine's Failure;
Discusses Value Of Fourth Shot
(INS)—Dr. Jonas E. Salk gave two "theoretical reasons
recently for reported failure of his vaccine to protect some
persons against paralytic polio.
—Activity of echo viruses, mystery viruses believed to
cause sickness that sometimes imitates paralytic polio. (The
vaccine does not protect against these new viruses.)
The inability of some persons
The leader of the nation's pedito reap full benefit from three
properly-spaced,
properly-potent atricians said that some of the
sterilizing techniques "weakened"
polio vaccine shots.
certain batches of vaccine.
In a report in the Journal of
the American Medical Association,
He said that three properlythe polio vaccine developer also
spaced, properly-potent shots will
discussed vaccine "potency" and
protect 90 per cent of those receiving them and that a fourth
the question of a fourth shot
shot
would catch the 10 per cent
He estimated that 10 (or less)
children out of every 100 who al- not fully protected by three injections.
ready have had three shots might
benefit from a fourth shot
Salk, in his report, said that onHe reported, too that some of
ly a statistical answer can he givthe commercial vaccine has not
en to the question of a fourth shot.
been as powerful as the "regerHe added:
ence" vaccine brewed in his lab"This would have little meanoratory.
ing to a parent whose child might
The scientist's statistical anabe among the 10 or less out of
lysis of potency placed him in the
each group of 100 triply-vaccinranks of those who have been raisated children who might benefit by
ing questions about the fire-power
a fourth dose . . ."
of some lots of vaccine.
Salk said there is n evidence
These scientists hold that early
of harmful effect from as many
commercial vaccines were watered
as six injections.
down to the point where they may
But, he noted that multiple inhave been ineffective.
jections of a vaccine of low potenThey have recommended fourth
cy are "not as reliable a way to
shots, noting that "It is better to
induce immunity as are fewer inbe safe than sorry."
jections of a vaccine of adequate
One of these, Dr. Stewart H.
Clifford, president of the Ameri- potency."
can Academy of Pediatrics, said in
an interview that the academy is
"strongly urging fourth shots this
spring."
He said:
The final exam schedule will
"It is a matter of fact that the
be found on page 2 of today's
early polio vaccines were weak.
NEWS. This schedule will be reLater vaccines have been of double
printed in the Friday, May 16
potency."
edition.

Examination Schedule

ALPHA KAPPA OMEGA, right and PI Kappa Alpha, left compete for me
first place trophy In the Kappa Sigma Chariot Race. In which the AKO's were the
final winners. The winner In the women's division was Alpha Chi Omega.

Editorially Speaking

Acker Anders (j^ fo^rf J0 Share «2&f&
6too State Unit*rsitu

Make It Work!
Although the recent election for ratification of the proposed student body constitution brought out the largest vote ever
recorded in an all-compus election it was, in our opinion, truly
a disgrace. A disgrace in the fact that only 36 per cent of the
student body showed enough interest to vote on a measure
which is so important
Now, if everything else follows true to form, we have
every confidence that a good majority of the 64 per cent who
didn't take the time to vote will become the strongest critics
of student government. We are also confident that these same
studenU will have no qualms of conscience in pointing out the
"numerous" flaws in the constitution and in the soon to be
elected student body officers.
To rehash the pros and cons of the constitution would be
fruitless. In the same respect to discuss the so-called "sound"
reasons for not voting would also be of no avail. Let it suffice
to say that for those students who did vote the future of student government is now assured and, through the measures
employed in any democracy, the road of smooth operation will
work itself out. To those students who didn't vote, as we have
said before, keep quiet
However, a larger problem now looms before us. For it
has now become our task to see that student government is
a success. We must make sure that student government fulfills its obligations and fully achieves the purposes and functions set forth in the newly ratified constitution.
To achieve these goals we must forget bias, favoritism
and group loyalty. Rather, we must exercise wisdom, sound
judgement and clean thinking.
We must nominate people who because of their abilities
will best be able to serve the campus and not because of their
personalities or group affiliations.
The Council on Student Affairs, serving in lieu of the
Student Council, is now accepting nominations for the student government offices. If we want sound student government
then it is up to each and everyone of us to make nominations
to this Council so that only the names of qualified students
will be submitted for consideration.

INS Survey Reveals Differing
Educational Disciplinary Controls
(INS)—If your son causes trouble in school, would you
approve of his teacher whipping him?
With today's clamor for improving education, many
parents may wonder how Johnny will fare—if his classes
are upset by rowdyism. His teacher may wonder if an oldfashioned birching might help. Situations differ:
In New York City, a school
prinripul plunged from a window
to his death amid a state investigation of rampant hooliganism.
In Kansas City, a teacher said
a student menaced her with brass
knuckles and she "pretended not
to see—it wouldn't have done any
good."
In Chicago, the president of the
Illinois Congress of Parents and
Teachers said some children become troublemakers when the
teacher does not make instruction
"interesting."
In St. Louis, a Catholic educator said, "The little red schoolhouse" worked wonders because it
had a little red woodshed in the
background."
Across the nation, an INS survey showed most city school systems have "corporal punishment"
in the rule book but seldom use
it. Often it amounts to smacking
n pupil's palm after consulting the
principal who acts as a witness to
file a full report to the superintendent.
St. Louis must get written permission from the student himself.
A short piece of rubber is prescribed no paddles. Supt. Philip
J. Hickey says:
"There are some children who
have to be punished in such a manner, not many but a few. After
all, such punishment is actually an
extension of parental duties."
The state of Washington's code
makes a teacher liable to a misdemeanor charge with a possible
$100 fine for "punishment on or
about the head of any pupil."
Supt. E. W. Campbell of Seattle
says provisions "should be hedged
about with regulations and checks
which will keep indullgence in such
a means of punishment at a low
minimum." To outlaw It entirely
would be "detrimental."
In Connecticut, "hand strap-

ping" is used in Hartford and
Waterbury. Supt. Robert H. Black
at Hartford says the American
Federation of Teachers sought to
end the rule that the principal
must be a witness, but was turned
down.
Boston Supt. Dennis C. Haley
sayB:
"Corporal punishment is allowed
in elementary and junior high
schools for boys only. It is limited
to blows on the hand with a rattan
and is administered only as a final
resort and in the presence of a
witness."
Indianapolis Supt. Herman L.
Shibler is "not in favor of slapping
pupils around promiscuously" and
calls it "the lowest form of social
control." He adds, "But sometimes,
when properly applied, it is more
effective than several thousand
words."
Washington, D. ('., abolished
corporal punishment in 1926. Miss
Margaret Pepper, executive assistant to the superintendent, says:
"There are not many times I can
recall since 1020 when I ever felt
it might be even slightly helpful.
In any case, it can be used only on
the very young."
Oklahoma teachers get the
"same right as a parent to control
and discipline the child" in their
charge. State Supt. Oliver Hodge
says assault charges can be filed
if a teacher "goes too far," but no
one has, in his memory.
"Because social change is so
rapid in America, 'control' is less
defined. Punishment, physical or
otherwise, is only one aspect in the
total relationship between the child
and the parent (or teacher as authority) .
"There might be a time and
place for punishment—but one
doesn't rely on it as a means of
helping a child adjust."

3OWUM

Get Fellowships

G. Gerald Acker and Henna K.
Anders, members of the faculty,
were notified in April that they
had been selected by the National
Science Foundation, Washington,
D.C., for science faculty fellowships for graduate study toward
the doctor's degree.
Both will go on leave this summer to study at Ohio State University. Mr. Acker, member of the
biology faculty, plans to spend
this summer and next at the OSU
Biological Station at Put-In-Bay
and the winter in Columbus. Mr.
Anders, instructor in chemistry,
will attend OSU this summer, the
spring and summer of next year,
and the following summer if necessary. Most of his graduate work
will consist of research in analytical chemistry for dissertation
since he has completed the major
part of the residence requirements
for the doctorate.
Mr. Anders was a member of
the B<;SU faculty fidm 1042 to
1046. then did graduate work at
OSU, and later joined the Industrial Hygiene Division of the Ohio
State Department of Health. He
was chief chemist of the Division
when he rejoined the faculty here
last fall.
Mr. Acker, member of the faculty here since 1016, is a lieutenant
colonel In the Ohio National
Guard, served with the Third Army
in Europe in World War II, and
was U.S. military adviser to the
KOK Army in Korea in 1063. He
is a fellow of the Ohio Academy
of Science and executive secretary
of the Ohio Junior Academy of
Science.

Election
(Continued from page 1)
11 inches.
Senior candidates are nominated
for May Queen and the senior receiving the second highest number
of votes will be senior attendant.
May Queen candidates are: Cella
Richardson, Alpha Xi Delta; Gay
Kvans, Alpha Delta Pi; Judy Mandy, Delta Gamma; Dorothy Tucker, Delta Xi Theta; Janice Weissinger, Alpha Phi; Sylvia Stroh,
Gamma Phi Beta; Marget Padden,
Prout; Joyce Rockwell, Phi Mu;
and Louise Knoll, Alpha Chi OmeIta.
Candidates for junior attendent
are: Elizabeth Roof, Alpha Xi Delta; Patsy Tongate, Alpha Delta
Pi; Jacie Robson, Delta Gamma;
Smyrna Jackson, Delta Xi Theta;
Virginia Penned, Alpha Phi; Carol
t'raig, Gamma Phi Beta; Shirley
Clem, Prout; Beth Adams, Phi
Mu; and Charlene Rehfeldt, Alpha
Chi Omega.
Sophomore candidates for the
May Queen's Court are: Barbara
Armstrong, Alpha Xi Delta; Janet
Roemer, Alpha Delta Pi; Roberta
Stupple, Delta Gamma; Delores
Thomas, Delta Xi Theta; Dona
Rac Whittaker, Alpha Phi; Trudy Mac Kay, Lowry; Miriam Hamman, Gamma Phi Beta; Patricia
licloff, Prout; Marie Hobe, Phi
Mu; Marilyn Mcssorly, Alpha Chi
Omega; and Barbara Krantz, Mooney.
Candidates for Freshman attendant are: Janice Hofstetter, Alpha
Xi Delta; Pamela Ruckman, Alpha
Delta Pi; Barbara Kenton, Delta
Gamma; Harriet Knerr, Alpha
Phi; Susan O'Neil, Lowry; Joan
Trotter, Gamma Phi Beta; Judy
Serf ass, Williams; Phyllis Pephens, Phi Mu; and Susan Dakin,
Alpha Chi Omega.
Any questions concerning cither election should be referred to
Peg Faze, chairman of the Elections Board.

Club To Honor Cadets
The Bowling Green Kiwanis
Club will honor all graduting senior University Air Force ROTC
cadets at their weeky luncheon on
Thursday, May 16. These students
will be present for the dinner and
the meeting in observance of
Armed Forces Day.

'Clean' Bomb Secrets
IT

interview follows:
Question—How do U.S. efforts
to perfect a "clean" (little radioactive fall-out) bomb fit into the
question of radiation hazards?
Answer—"I don't think that a
nuclear bomb can ever be sufficiently free of radioactive fall-out.
If we are sincere about perfecting
a 'clean' bomb, we should work
with the Russians and share our
secrets with them. If we don't we
may he forced into a position
where the Russians can drop highly radioactive 'dirty' bombs on us
and we can retaliate only with
'clean' bombs."
Q. What are your views about
the dangers of fall-out from nuclear tests?
A. "If the bomb tests continue
at the present rate, within a generation several million people around the world will accumulate
leukemia producing strontium—
00 in their bones to the so-called
dangerous level."
Q. Who will suffer the most
from continued testing?
A. "The greatest danger is to
growing children because they absorb strontium—00 at 10 times
the rate of adults. We also have
learned in the past year that the
human embryo is highly sensitive
to radiation. There are areas near
western testing sites where the
fall-out is 10 to 100 times heavier
than averages. It is conceivable
than average. It is conceivable
leukemia in these areas."
Q. Why do leading scientists
disagree about the degree of radiation dangers?
A. "The controversy arises because there is no direct proof that
a higher level of radiation is responsible for a certain number of
deaths or illnesses. The true picture—and I feel it will be grim—
can be shown only with national
surveys in which millions of people
will keep 'radiation diaries' which
show the Btnount of radiation received. This survey must be made."
Q. How far has your group at
Argonne progressed in developing
a pill to counteract the absorption
of strontium—90?
A. "We have been working with
rhodozonic acid, an organic compound that has the property of
reacting selectively with strontium
in the presence of calcium. Essentially, it combines with strontium in the blood and carries it
out through the kidneys. The compound is not very practical. It
is not too effective and must be
taken prior to, or very soon after,
exposure. However, it is a step in
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May 14
Perrysburg Public Schools, Perrysburg, 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Kay II
Adams Township Schools, Toledo; interested in speech, business education, history, mathematics, science, elementary; 2 p.m. to
5 p.m.
Toledo Public Schools, Toledo;
interested in elementary, speech
and hearing therapy, mathematics
and science; 8 a.m. to 12 noon.

25 Students Obtain
Red Cross Ratings
Twenty-five students have recently received the American Red
Cross First Aid Instructor's rating announced Dr. Agnes M. Hooley, associate professor of health
and physical education, instructor
of the class. These students are
proficient in the first aid teaching
skills and are now qualified to
instruct both the standard and
advanced first aid courses.
Those receiving their rating include: Rodney Alexander, Betty
Arink, Jackie Blough, William
Brashwitz, Jack Durnbaugh, Audrey Foerste, Norman Geesey, Celia Uiganti, Barbara Kellis, Duanc
Hocking, Thomas Kindell, Leigh
Klingensmith.
Paul McDonald, Barbara Mann,
Donald Mielke, Gaylord Miller,
Ray Hieder, Sue Robbing, Sandra
Sherwood, Patricia Sisson, Dolores Thomas. Rozella Van Tassel,
Peg Vines, and Richard Young.

segalls
Acres* from new Music Building

Store Your
Winter Clothes
We supply you with
a spacious
HAMPERETTE BOX
Return box to us. We
store it Fully insured.
Pick up your clothes
in the fall fully
cleaned at our regular prices.

Storage-$1.95

segalls
Aero— from new Mnslc Bnildlnx

White, shino, black or blue for Co-Ed tun

takes you inside

Its penetrating light, its all seeing
eye, takes you right to the heart
of your diamond ... a thrilling
experience . . . but more than
that, you have honest assurance

N

If a class meets for two or more hoars In a week, the instructor
shoad select for the time of examination a letter at which tlese the
class meets at least twice daring the week. For example, a class
which meets at D, Cl should meet for examination at the period
reamed for "I>", I.e., S:M a.m., Toesday, Jon* 3.
Instructors of classes which have only one class meeting per
week. La, Speech 214, should check with the Registrar for a time
for examination If there are conflicting examinations at the letter
which Is ordinarily used for class meeting.
Evening classes will meet for examination at the regular class
meeting time.
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Applications for position, on this 58 KEY •toff ar» now being takon.
editor-elect Chuck Htlty has announced.
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or at tho Kappa Sigma hoaso.
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our long-range goal to find a
compound which will remove strontium from the bone after it has
been deposited. This will not be
easy."

Masons* Editor

Jan Frost

Official
Announcements

Schedmle for Final Examinations—Second Semester 1*57-58
Ttaue of
Esaaa

TOM DTEMUIA

(INS)—A top expert on radiation at Argonne National
laboratory says the United States should share the secrets
of a "clean" H-bomb with Russia.
Dr. Jack Schubert, 89, senior chemist at Argonne's Biological and Medical Research Division, made the statement in
an interview with International News Service on the controversy over radiation dangers. The
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that your diamond has been accurately judged and
sensibly
priced. Come in and see for
yourself.
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JEWELERS

CIAMPIOII- in color, will twinkle
on tennis courts, over the lawn—
erery where ths family enjoys
sports. For foot comfort and
speed—these famous Keds features: Scientific Last, Shock proof
Arch Cushion and Cushioned Insole. Breathable, wsshsble uppers.
Women's, girls', children's in red.
Blue or whits for everybody.

USL

SKeds

$4.25 girls
$4.95 men's

5 N. MAIN ST. " BOWLING GREEN

Baseball Teams Shine mA_
In Weekend Ballgames

Redskins Hand Netters
Sixth Setback Uf Year

Varsity Produce 6-3 Yearlings Beat 1U For
Win Over Marshall
Bowling Green's Falcons
and Marshall's Big Green
split a week-end series at Marshall with BG winning the
first game 6-4 and the Big
Green the second 3-1.
In the Friday game the Falcons
were outhit 12-7, but some clutch
hitting by Ray Reese and Larry
Oeissler, plus some tight defensive
work pulled the game out for the
Falcons.
Wade Diefenthaler, who pitched
a no-hitter his last time out was
roughed up for eight hits and all
four runs before being replaced by
Joe Spano. Spano went the last
five innings, and scattered four
hits to get credit for the win.
Bob Reynolds started for Marshall and was staked to a 4-1 lead
after four innings. In the seventh
two walks and a single loaded the
bases for BG, and Reese singled
to left center for two runs. The
Falcons went ahead in the eighth
when a hit batsman, a walk and a
stolen base put two runners on,
and Gcissler scored both runners
with a double down the right field
line.
The final run came in the ninth
on a single by Ron Blackledge, a
stolen base, a fielders choice and
a sacrafice fly my Tom Minarcin.
Reese and Blackledge had two hits
apiece for the Falcons, while Bob
Carney, Dick Hall, Lou Sirianni
and Clayton Mayhcrry had two
hits each for Marshall.
Marshall scored single runs in
the seventh and eighth innings to
break a 1-1 tie and edge the Falcons 3-1 in the Saturday game.
Joe Podojil was charged with the
loss and the win went to Lou
Ma j her.
The Big Green tallied in the
first inning, but Podojil tied the
score in the fifth with a home run
into left center. In the seventh
Mai-shall snapped the tie when
Mayberry squeezed home left
fielder Dick Carney. Mayberry also
drove in the final run in the
eighth when he brought in Joe
Hall with a sacrafice fly.
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Seasons Initial Victory
Tight four-hit pitching by Gerald Howard led the BG freshman
baseball team to a 4-3 win over
the Toledo frosh here last Thursday in 12 innings.
Howard went the distance,
struck out 19 and walked only
two. Meyer also went the route
for the Rockets, and he too was
tremendous, striking out 21, walking 10, and hitting three men. Over
one stretch, Meyer fanned six men
in a row before a single by Ed
Purk broke the spell.
Howard Skirls Straw
Howard started strong by fanning the first three men to face
him, but in the fourth inning he
hit the leadoff man, gave up a
double to Graycheck and a sacrafice fly by Kessler brought in
Toledo's first run.
The Rockets tied it 3-3 in the
fifth on an error and two singles,
but from then on it was all Mr.
Howard as he pitched hitless ball
over the last seven innings. He
struck out 11 over this stretch, and
at one time retired 16 men in a
row before Kuchinski was safe on
an error in the eleventh inning.
BG Tak.i Lad
BG took the lead in the first
inning without benefit of a hit
as they turned two walks, a hit
batsman and n sacrafice fly into
a run. The Falcons tallied another
run in the second and one in the
fourth, and from then on until
the twelfth they were blanked on
two hits by Meyer. Both of the
hits came in the ninth inning when
Tod Kikenbery led off with a
stogie. Meyer then struck out Miller and llrown, walked Thomas to
load the bases and then ended the
threat by fanning Boulton.
A walk to Studer leading off
in the twelfth inning set the stage
for the Falcon win. Howard sacraficed him to second and Sink
singled to bring home the winning
run.
Tol.do
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Indiana Captures
Triangular Meet
BG's cindermen traveled to
Kalamazoo, Michigan last Saturday to watch two top teams
compete for the lead in a three
team field. The Falcons were
on the outside looking in as
the final scoresheet read: Indiana
68, Western Michigan 88 V4, and
Bowling Green 29 tt.
The Falcons placed in only six
events in the meet with the Big
Ten defending champs and Western's powerhouse. They did capture three first place crowns,
though.
In the pole vault Bob Ramlow
salvaged a tie for third with his
leap of 12' 6". The winner of the
vault was Jerry Beckner from
Western with a 13' 6" effort.
The shot put went to Dick Luehrs
of BG, who bettered hi3 old varsity record of 48' 6" with a toss of
49' 11".
The high jumps also went to
the Falcons as Walt Killian
jumped 6"2H" to best teammate
Koester, who tied for second.
Greg Bell of Indiana took the
broad jump in the meet, and also
registered the best distance in the
nation for the year as he jumped
26' 3".
One of the fastest sprinters in
the country, Ira Murchasin from
Western, copped the dash events
in near record times. His effort of
:09.4 was just a tenth of a second
off the world's record in the 100
yard daah, and his :20.4 in the
220 yard sprint was also close to
record performances.
Willie May, Indiana's great
hurdler, ran away with both the
120 yard highs and the 220 yard
low hurdles events, although BG's
Bernie Casey finished second in
both events with BG varsity record
times. The times for these events,
as well as the winners and times
for the other races, were unavailable at the time of this writeup.
In the final event that the Falcons placed, Carrol Bine won the
the discus with a heave of 189' 6".
Schorr and Luehrs finished third
and fourth in the event

Rowling Green athletic teams just can not seem to beat
the Miami Redskins in any sport except swimming. Last
Saturday, before a large crowd of Falcon rooters, the BG tennis team bowed to the Redskins again, 6-3.
Winning two single matches and one doubles, the Falcon
netters tried desperately to upend the strong team from Oxford, on the BG courts.

Intramurals
Thursday evening the finals of
the eleventh annual interfraternity track meet will get under way.
This event began in 1947 and has
been successfully run every year
since. Out to defend their title
will be the Alpha Kappa Omega's.
Points for the team title will be
awarded as follows: first, 5; second, 3; third, 2; fourth, 1; and
relays, 8-6-4-2.
Records in the meet have been
long standing. In fact all records
were set in the years 1950 and
1951. The top times are 100 yd.
dash, 10.5; 220 yd. dash, 23.9;
440 yd. dash, 56.1; 880 yd. run,
2:10.6; and the mile run 4:48.2.
The field records are: high jump,
5'10"; Broad jump, 20'4"; and
the shot put, 41'IOVAn added attraction this year
will be the girls 300 yd. shuttle relay run. This event will be run
Thursday evening at 7:30 p.m.
with all sororities competing.
The field events will begin at
7:30 p.m. along with the girls shuttle relay.
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Linksmen Capture Three
Matches Over Weekend
The Fslcon linksmen hsd s busy
and successful week-end with a
triangular meet on Friday and a
dual meet Saturday. On Friday
the team won a triangular meet
against Toledo University and
Marshall College by 13K-6V4 and
13^-lOH
scores
respectively.
Then on Saturday the linksmen
overpowered Hillsdalc College by
a 17H-2V4 margin.
Friday's meet was played over
the rugged and tricky Sylvania
Country Club Course which was
wind swept during play. Gary Hallett led all three teams for medalist honors with a two over par
71. Jack I.uedemann had 79, Harold Warren 81, Perry Lanning 82,
and Dave Stcinen and Jim Bernicke concluded the Fnlcon scor-

ing with 86's.
On Saturday. Gary Hellott led
the Falcons to an overpowering
victory with a tremendous round
of 69. Hallett's round was one
stroke under par, and he used only
27 putts for the 18 holes, which
is something of a feat in itself.
Perry Lanning and Harold Warren, both sophomores, had identical fine rounds of 74. Dave Steinen had a 78, and Jack I.uedemann, who had some trouble on
the front nine with a 50, munaged
to come back in with 37 strokes
on the back nine to half this nine
with his opponent. These were the
last rounds of competitive play
before the Ohio Inter-Collegiate
Tournament at Ohio Stute on Monday.

Starky Stalks
By Bob Starkweather
The
3,000
spectators
that
viewed the annual spring football
game last Wednesday was the
largest crowd ever to view the
event. Bringing together some of
the Falcons most successful alumni, the game proved interesting to
all.
Some fans were disappointed
by the performance turned in by
big Bob Schnelkcr, the New York
Giant end. It must be remembered that he plays the game for a
living, and in a game like the one
Wednesday night, one which he
wasn't getting paid for, an injury
could spell disaster.
Some of the BG varsity were
stunned when they first saw Schnelkcr. The 220 lb. end stands
6'4" tall.

• • •

This summer, June 9 thru June
27, the HPE-Athletic Department
will conduct a special WORKSHOP
IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND
ATHLETICS. The workshop will
meet each morning from 9 to 12
and may be taken for three hours
graduate or undergraduate credit
Selected members of the coachingteaching staff (Perry, Anderson,
Cooper, etc.) will consider the
entire school athletic and physical education program with a view
to making it more effective. The
registration fee is $45 and in-

terested parties are asked to contact the Summer School Director
or the HPE Department

• • •

Gary Hallett is fast headed for
the best golf average ever, here
at Bowling Green. The medalist
now has a 75 average with three
matches remaining. The present
record is held by Hooper Jones,
who at the close of the 1960 season turned in a 75.5 average.

• • •

Continuing along the golf line,
the Falcon linksmen have a chance
to come up with the first winning
season since 1948. If they win the
next three, they will have an 8-6
record. The 11148 record was 6-4.

Return box to us. We
store it. Fully insured.
Pick up your clothes
in the fall fully
cleaned at our regular prices.

Storage-$1.95
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In the singles, Ed Wahl came
through for the Falcons in fins
style by edging the Redskins' Jim
Schamp, 6-2, 1-6, 6-4. However,
the other four Falcons lost to the
netters from Oxford. DeWayne
Smith bowed to Tom llugher, 6-2,
8-6. Duane Wyatt disposed of Dick
Abele, 7-6, 6-1. Jim Scheel was
beaten by Jim Stamper, 6-3, 6-4
and Tom Crow was no match for
John Buttrex, 6-1, 6-3.
The loss gave the Falcons a
5-6 record for the season. This
week the Falcons journey to Kent.
Smart Students use our Formal
Rental
Plan.

Women Golfers Downed
Is Seasons First Match
The women's golf team lost its
first match of the year to the University of Michigan in a tri-meet
with Michigan and Eastern Michigan College, Saturday, May 3, in
Ann Arbor.
Michigan compiled 28 points
rompurcd with six apiece for Bowling Green and Eastern Michigun.
Sue Hicks was BG's medalist for
the match. Other golfers selected
for the trip were Marilyn Bassett,
Louise 1 li/iik, and Peg Vines.
The team's next match will be
with Ohio State University, Saturday, May 24, in Columbus.
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Uniuersity Dairy
Bar
present!
An ice cream treat
for you whatever
your taste may be...
• Sodas
• Sundaes
• Ice Cream Cones
• Malts
531 Ridge Street

Phone 5886

NEED A SUMMER JOB?
We have the job for you
Qualifications

best

Larry's
Men's Shop

• • •

We may be going way out on
a limb, but here's the way we predict the MAC baseball finish. Western Michigan will repeat last
year's race and come in first. OU
will also stay the same as last
year in second place. Kent State
will move up from sixth place to
occupy the third slot. The Falcons
will move up one place to fourth.
Miami, with a poor 0-3 record at
the present will drop from third
place to fifth. Toledo will drop
from fourth to sixth place, and
the Thundering Herd from Marshall will occupy the cellar position again this year.

Store Your
Winter Clothes
We supply you with
a spacious
HAMPERETTE BOX

Uob Colburn, having just finished spring football practice, changed from his football togs into the
familiar' tennis shoes and shorts
and defeated the Redskins' number one man, Fred Weinmen, 6-4,
6-1. Weinmen was one of the
finalists in last year's Mid American tennis tournament. Coach Robert Keefe. after the match, said
he was very, very pleased with
Colburn's excellent performance.
Another victory was chalked up
by the Falcons' F.d Wnhl and DeWayne Smith as they teamed up
to win their tenth doubles match
against only one loss. They defeated Miami's Dunne Wyatt and Jim
Stamper, 6-2, 2-6, 6-4.
Bob Colburn teamed up with
Dick Abele in another doubles
match but they were beaten by
the Redskins' Weinmen and Tom
llugher, S-7, 6-2, 6-3. In the final
doubles match, again the Miami
netters were too much for the Falcons, as Jim Scheel and Tom Crow
were dumped by John lluttrez and
Art Sanders, 6-3, 6-1.

Northern Ohio Resident
Male, College Student
Access to a car
Neat Appearance
Enjoys Meeting People
Full or Part Time

Administration Building
Room 303
Saturday, May 17
10 A.M. or 2 P.M.

Coed Defends Women—Ponders
On Same Faults Found In Men
JT

THEIMA MADDEN

In the Tuesday issue of the
NEWS, Ray Dangel wrote a
feature on women and what
the word means to him, and
indeed the entire male popula-

women always prefer (even though
they may cost a couple of dollars
more.)
So you see, no matter how many
ways a man may say a woman is
ambigious, she can find one better on him. I wasn't kidding either, was I?

tion of this University if he
is to bo deemed typical of luch
a race of humanity.
Dangel describes women
as
"things both good and bad, fast
and alow, big and small, loud and
quiet, funny and sad, plain and
fancy." In reply to these contentions, I wish to "ponder" that
men, too, fall into these categories.
Let us take a better look at
these examples. Good and bad.
Men too have good intentions. The
good intention they have to be
on time if just this once, and the
bad looks you get as you're tiptoeing to your Beats in the middle
of the first act
Fast and slow. The take-off
from the red light as he "drags
that hot Chevle" compared to the
slow way he drives when you are
in a hurry to get to the store before it closes.
Loud and quiet. Who else but
a man could be quite so loud when
he spots a buddy across the Nest
or so quiet when it comes time
to meet your parent*!
Funny and sad. The funny tic
that doesn't match at all his shirt
or his suit and the sad look in
his eyes when he is asked to change
it!
Big and small. The big way he
talks about that fish he caught
on that last fishing trip and the
small way it shows up in the photo
that was taken of it.
Plain and fancy. The plain drab
hats that men always seem to like
so well just don't compare with
the fancy, more stylish hats that
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Store Your
Winter Clothes
We supply you with
a spacious
HAMPERETTE BOX
Return box to us. We
store it Fully insured.
Pick up your clothes
in the fall fully
cleaned at our regular prices.

Storage-$1.95
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Gals Now Need
The Doll Look'
(INS)—To be fashionable looking, gals should be "all eye" this
year. But instead of the slanteyed, mysterious, oriental look,
women's eyes will express candor
and slight astonishment.
The youthful chemises and "little girl" dresses are more suitable for women who look like
dolls, not vamps. For the new "doll
look" your eyes should be round
and starry.
Here is how it's done:
Outline the upper eyelid with
a dark—grey, brown or black—
pencil line which stops at the
outer corner instead of continuing
in the doe-slant. Use plenty of
mascara—preferably in the color
of your eyes—on the upper as
well as on the lower lashes. Once
the mascara is dry, brush the lashes to curve them and separate them
to look like "rays."
Be discreet with eye-shadow
and blend it well over the upper
lid.
Eyebrows, too, have taken on
a new shape for the "doll look."
Don't arch or elongate them with
eyebrow pencil. For a candid and
starry expression the eyebrows
should be high and short and well
apart in the center.
Most fashion models In Paris
have already adopted the new
"doll look," at least in make-up.

Fox Coats Are
AirConditioned
(INS)—What Paris is doing to
fur these days shouldn't happen
to a fox, no less a mink.
A white mink stole, five bands
wide, isn't fancy enough for some
smart Parlsionnes. So far added
decor the luxurious wrap is studded with thumbnail-size diamonds
placed on the bands about a foot
apart.
White fox is smart for summer, too, out it can get terribly
warm. In Paris they "air condition" fox coats by making them
sleeveless. The 1958 style touch is
a barreled shape and short skirt
hem.
Women who want just the right
fur for the right occasion wouldn't
want to wear a dressy fur in the
morning—not when they can get
a "sailor jacket" of white broadtail with a navy-blue chemise
dress. This cute little jacket is
short with a square-back tailor
collar.
The one-color look is smart this
spring, so if you can't get a mink
to match your dress, match your
dress to your mink. A pleated
silk skirt and silk overblouse should
be matched to your fur, whether
it is pastel or brown. Shoes and
gloves also should fit the color
scheme.

-PETTPS
Alpine Village Restaurant
117 N. Main St.

Phone 30512

Offers you . ..

FREE DELIVERY SERVICE
Every day except Monday
From 8 p.m. to 12 midnight

We Will Deliver...
Pizza, Spaghetti, Gondolas Free
with

•Y«MY "T# OTCI#TS

<j»T#n

Single orders carry a 35c d*lW#rY charge

CALL 30512 FOR YOUR ORDER

Theta Chi's Announce
Byrns As Dream Girl
At Parents Week End
Carol Jo Bryna, Delta Gamma,
was named Sweetheart of Theta
Chi during the group's eighth annual Parents' Week End. Friday
evening an informal "get together"

was

held

at the

fraternity

house for all the members and
their parents. Saturday morning
featured a
Mothers
Club
meeting at
which
time
Gene
Wilson's
mother was elected president
for the coming
year, as well as
a Dads - Sons
softball game.
A
banquet
and dance In
BYBNS
the Ballroom of
the Commodore Perry Hotel, Toledo, highlighted Saturday night.
President Ralph McDonald was
guest speaker for the banquet with
George Dunstcr acting as toastmaster.
Mrs. Bihn, mother of Marv Bihn,
was named Dream Mother at this
time. Other chapter awards included: John Blake, outstanding
man; Bihn, outstanding senior. The
IFC Sing winning group presented
entertainment. Jim Fluke played
for the dance.
Following the dance, a midnight
buffet waH held at the house. At
1 a.m. the mothers were serenaded at the Delta Gamma house.
Kappa Delta held its annual
pledge banquet May fl in the Dogwood Room of the University Union. The following awards were
presented: outstanding active,
June Fritxch; model pledge, Kathy
Baker; active scholarship, Maryann Klopping; pledge scholarship,
Sybil Wentling. Molly ilruxley was
awarded the Wcnrick Scholarship.
Guests attending the affair were
Dr. and Mrs. John Wenrick, Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Currier, Captain
and Mrs. James Miller and Mrs.
June Herdon.
Pi Kappa Alpha recently elected
officers who are: Doug Williams,
president; Neil Hazel, vice president;
Tom
Cuct is,
treasurer;
Sturge Russell, house chairman;
Don Rudy, kitchen steward; Ed
Ihbotaon, historian.
Newly elected officers of Phi
Kappa Psi include: Robert Kinstle, president; Keith Sanders, vice
president;
Frank
Chamberlain,
treasurer; Donald Nott, recording
secretary; David Hindall, corresponding secretary. Kinstle and
Sanders will act as IFC representatives; Larry Fruth will be alternate. Official delegates to the
National Grand Arch Council to be
held this summer at Mackinac Island are Haldon Dick, alumni representative, Ray Dumpnt, and
Kinstle, undergraduate delegates.

20 Students Enter
Debate Tourney
Twenty University novice debaters participated in the Novice
Debate Tournament held at the
University, Saturday, May 10.
The tournament consisted of
three rounds of debate and featured
a public debate between Wittenberg College and a University team
at 1:30 in the Dogwood Room of
the Union, according to Robert
Winter, director of the tournament.
University students entered in
the tournament were Elizabeth
Roof, Mary Karabinos, Richard
Gerand, Fred Fernandez. Ronald
O'Leary, Robert Schiesel, Raymond Marvin, and James Schindler.
Charles Warner, Franklin Koontz, Louis Mattachione, Chester
Luzny, Frances Wilcox, Kenneth
Roy, Carole Graft, Janet Stash,
Jerry Kepler, Andrew Smerda.
Rudy Dioszegi. and Wayne Leininger.

International Confab
Several foreign students from
the University spent the weekend
of May 2, S, and 4, attending the
International Week End at Ohio
State University.
International Week End is a
get-together and fellowship for
all international students enrolled
in the colleges and universities
of Ohio. The week-end's program
consisted of conference sessions,
campus tours, social functions,
banquet, and a UN Ball.
In attendance at this event
from the University were Barbara
Anderson, Australia; Martin Tabares and Antonio Medrano of
Spain; Franz Pflater, Germany;
Shu Sam Cheuk of Hong Kong;
Young Bock Rhee, Dong Hahn,
and Chong Wan of Korea.
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Clubs And Meetings I *v To P,ans
CONVENTION REPORT GIVEN
A report on the National Convention of Delta Psi Kappa, women's physical education honorary,
which was held April 4 through
9 in Kansas City, Kansas, was presented by Helen Calvin, president
of Delta Psi Kappa. The meeting
was held at 6:30 p.m., Wednesday,
May 5, in the lounge of the Women's Bldg.
The calendar of fall events was
presented and committees were
decided for the department's Annual High School Career Day to
be held Nov. 11.
BAND HONORARY ELECTS
The election and installation
of officers of Kappa Kappa Psi,
honorary band fraternity, were
held Thursday, May 8, in the Music Bldg.
Newly elected officers include:
Elden ('. Ehrman, president; Verne E. Tussing, vice-president; James A. Mackner, secretary; and
James P. George, treasurer.
Pledged to Kappa Kappa Psi on
May U were Gordon G. Boyd, James P. Fluke, Paul S. McElligott,
Joseph C. Messenger and LaMar
N. Smith.
PSI CHI TO DISCUSS
"Psychology as a Science" will
be discussed at the May 1I> meeting of Psi Chi, at 7 p.m., Pschelogy Clinic, The meeting will be
open to the public, said Lorraine
Lawrence, president.
The annual Psi Chi picnic will
begin at 11 a.m. Saturday, May
17. in the Bowling Green City
Park, according to Phillip Schneider, picnic chairman.
Baseball will be a feature of
the afternoon entertainment,
FLETCHElt TO 8PEAX
The history of Wood County
will be discussed by Lyle R. Fletcher, assistant professor of geography, at » meeting of the Indoor Sports Club, at 8 p.m. tonight in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. E. L. Bishop, Sand Ridge
Rd.
POSITIONS FILLED
Several United Christian Fellowship members have been elected to state positions in their respective denominations, reported
Phil llanni, associate UCF director.
Bob Huff was elected vice chairman of the state student YMCA
at the annual Tar Hollow Conference May 2 through I.
Judith Davis was recently elected secretary of the Baptist—Disciples Student Movement in Ohio.
Penny Tucker and Margery Biliary are two of six students from
Ohio, West Virginia, Pennsylvania, and New York, who were elected to attend the national meeting of the Presbyterian student
movement at a recent regional
meeting in Pennsylvania.
WHA SENIOR WAKAN
A Women's Recreational Association "Farewell to Seniors" picnic
will be held Wednesday, May 14,
at 6 p.m. at Sidecut Park in Maumee. The picnic has been named
Wakan after the Indian word
meaning "farewell."
Muriel Morse is in charge of
invitations and Betty Arink is
chairman of the program committee. Other committee chairmen
are: Mary Ellen Leuty, food; Helen Calvin, fire and torches; Sharon McBroom, cook fires; and
Judy Cronk, publicity.
GERMAN CLUB ELECTS
Dcutscher Vercin, the club for
students studying German, held its
last meeting of the year at 7 p.m.
Tuesday, May 0, in the Wayne
Room of the University Union.
Elected as officers for 19B8-59
were Owen Elder, president; Fritz
Newmann, vice president; and Elizabeth Moorhead, secretary-treasurer.
Dr. Bertil Sima, associate professor of foreign language and
adviser to the club, showed slides,
which he had taken on one of
his trips through Germany, reported Hermina Brinkmeier, secretary.

GEOGRAPHY CLUB MEETING
The Geography Club will hold
its last meeting of the year Thursday evening in the geography department offices on the second
floor of the Practical Arts Bldg.,
according to Dr. Ralph Frank,
adviser. The meeting will be for
members only.
Members of the Geography and
Geology Clubs planning to attend
a joint picnic this Sunday should
sign up in the geography department offices by tomorrow. The
lunch will be provided.
NEWMAN CLUB SPONSORS
Newman Club will sponsor a
series of events in connection with
the annual May Crowning of the
Blessed Virgin, 6 p.m. Sunday.
May 18, at St. Aloysius Catholic
Church. Mary Jane Poole, chosen
as outstanding senior Catholic girl,
will perform the crowning.
Barbara DeBoer, Pat Bobincheck, Elaine Ulrich, and Carol
Siciliano are members of Miss
Poole's court.
Monseignor Murphy of Cleveland will be guest speaker at a
Communion breakfast following
the 9:30 a.m. Mass in the Newman Hall, 150 S. Enterprise, in
collaboration with the Newman
Club organizations from the University of Toledo and Heidelberg.
These three groups will have a
weiner roast and softball game
Sunday afternoon. Winner of the
Bowling Green-Toledo University
Newman Club softball game will
receive a trophy.
HOLD TRIALS TODAY
Trials will be held this afternoon at 1:15 at the Men's Gym
for those seeking membership in
Sigma Delta Psi, men's national
athletic honorary fraternity.
John Luceio is the only student
so far to have successfully completed the various events and gained membership in the organization,
stated David Matthews, assistant
professor of health and physical
education and Sigma Delta Psi
national president.
BOOKS AND COFFEE
"A Father Looks at His Daughter's Books" will be lead by
Robert Bashore, instructor of English, at Books and Coffee hour,
3:30 p.m., tomorrow in the Alumni Room of the University Union.
PICNIC PLANNED
A picnic at 6:30 p.m. Thursday
in City Park will be the final event of the year for the pre-theological student group on campus.
John Beach, a Bowling Green
resident, will lead a discussion on
"Our Responsibility for the Handicapped."
The cost of the picnic is 25
cents. Transportation willl be provided from the UCF House to the
park. In the event of rain, an indoor picnic will be held In the
UCF House, said Phil Hanni, adviser to the group.
CHEMICAL JOURNAL CLUB
In a recent meeting of the Chemical Journal Club, the new officers for the next year were elected.
They are: president, Kenneth D.
Glanz; vice-president, Elizabeth
G. Moorhead; recording secretary,
Douglas W. Cornell; corresponding secretary, David W. Weisberger; and treasurer, Douglas C.
Howard.
OSEA MEETING
"The Student Teacher as Seen
Through the Eyes of the Student"
will be the topic of discussion at
the final Ohio Student Education
Association meeting of the year
at 7 p.m. tomorrow in the Capitol
Room of the University Union.
The program will be conducted
by a panel of Bowling Green High
School students, who will state
their views of student teachers.
The panel will be moderated by
Frank Toth, director of speech at
the High School.
Prior to the program there will
be a short business meeting to
elect a new treasurer and to select
committee members for next year,
reported Paul Kirby, president.

OFFICERS ELECTED

.*«*»

Judy Clark was recently elected president of Sigma Alpha Eta,
speech and hearing clinic's national honorary society.
Other newly elected officers
chosen were Faith Jackson, vicepresident; Sandy Barker, treasurer; Dee D'Zurik, recording secretary; and Ellen Matthews, corresponsing secretary.
Faith Jackson, Sandy Barker,
and Ellen Mathews were initiated
into the society.

RINGS

BRIDGE CLUB TO ELECT
The campus bridge club will
hold election of officers at its
last meeting Thursday, May 15,
at 7 p.m. in the Alumni Room
of the Union. At that time Jim
Berger and Jeff Alexander will
receive Gift Certificates for having the highest average scores for
the entire semester. Other members who are on the Honor Roll
for receiving above average scores
for the semester are: Jack Varaday, Pat Moran, Roger Sellers,
Dave Lowman, Ed Diehl, Eugene
Carter, Marvin Crostin, Don Schrom and Don Doyle.

A diinty ffminlM finger
ring wMck c«n k* WOT* for
•I .cc.iW... Thi, MM I0K
feW tk»e will be fewer
eheridtod.

Klevers
Jewelry Store
II North Main St.

Pinned
Ernestine Wirebaugh, Phi Mu, to
Dale Twining, DE; Shirley Eggcrding, Toledo, to Dan Wallace, DE;
Jean Swigart, Kappa Delta, to Terry Woodings, DE; Joan Lcnfestcry,
Toledo, to Roger Marlowe, DE;
Barbara Hart, Prout, to Carter
Hadley, Sigma Nu alum.
Barbara Fausey, Lowry, to Kenneth Schmidt, Delta Epsilon; Peggy Kirsch, Lowry, to Bill Ipe, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Youngstown University; Jane Keefer, Prout, to
Gary Abramson, Zeta Beta Tau.

Engaged
Carole Somogy, KD alum. t<>
Dave Meissncr, Delta Upsilon.
Rose Cipiti, to Ronald Mainous.
Phi Psi; Lorraine I-awrcncc, Gamma Phi, to Sal Costello; Carolyn
Leake. Gamma Phi, to Fred Holden; Nancy Smith, Gamma Phi,
to Joe Arcara; Johana Lewis to
Jim Vogelsang, DE; Marlene HanIon, Gallon, to Darrell Rader.
DE; Margie Simms, Delta Zeta,
to Jim Stephens; Carolyn Gordon,
DZ, to Don Jacson, University of
Toledo; Pat Robinson, DZ, to Max
Krueger. DE alum; Sally Eaaton.
DG at Ohio Stale, to Tom Adams,
Phi Psi pledge.
Married
Florence McDowell, Alpha Chi
Omega, to Robert Huth.

Discount Is Announced
For Week End Movie
Special discount tickets for the
religious movie, "Day of Triumph,"
which will he shown at the ClaZel Theatre Thursday through
Saturday, can be secured at the
United Christian Fellowship House,
reported Paul Bock, UCF director.
"Day of Triumph," a story of
Christ, was produced by Dr. James
K. Friedrich, a minister of the
Episcopal Church. His Cathedral
Films Company has produced more
than 511 religious films, among
them "Martin Luther" and "1 Beheld His Glory."

Floral Fashions
to wear

House of Flowers
Clay at North Main
Phone 31045
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Discount Coupon
Upon presentation to the box
office this will entitle bearer to
the low discount admission price
far this engagement—
Reg. Price)
Adults—90c
Child—50c

Discount Price
Adults—75c
Child—35c

Outstanding Art Awards Presented Honors Day To Be Held May 25
To Coleman, Hasselschwert, Sousz
Honors Day is set for 3 p.m.
Sunday, May 25, in the Grand
Ballroom of the University
Union, announced Dr. Ralph
G. Harshman, vice-president
of the University. The ceremonies will climax the second annual Spring Weekend, with awards

The seventh annual Student
Art Exhibit opened yesterday
in the Fine Arts Bldgr. with
391 works displayed by 108
different undergraduate students, according to Otto G.
Ocvirk, assistant professor of art.
"The first annual graduate division of the Student Art Exhibit,"
Mr.
Ocvirk added,
"U
being held in the Promenade
lounge of the University Union.
The graduates in this division of
the show are Joe Deluca, Jack
Troutner, Donald Schrom, and
l'aul Zclanski. No prizes will be
given in the graduate division,"
Mr. Ocvirk staled.
Mr. Ocvirk stated that these
awards have been made in the
undergraduate division of the
show: Faculty Award to the outstanding art students go to Ronald Coleman, Harold Hasselschwert, and Merlin Sousz. The Delta
Phi Delta Award to the outstanding single work in the show went
to Merlin Sousz for his watcrcolor, "Catacombs." The Bowling
Green Banking Company Purchase
Award, uwarded to an outstanding
framed watercolor went to Carol
Creason for her "Indian Rocks."
The Mutual Federal Savings and
Loan Association Purchase Award
awarded for the best local scene
to Jean Weihl for her "Main
Street."
In Ceramics the first place
award went to William Friedl for
his "Set of Six Cups." The second
place award went to Irene Bottinelli's "Leaves," with third place
going to Robert Gregory's "Bowl,
Green Drip." The following honorable mentions were awarded to
Barbara Fausey, "Small Bowl;"
William Friedl, "Bowl," Robert
Gregory. "Wine Bottle;" and his
"White Bowl."
The first place three dimensional design award went to Betty
Brack for her "Space Frame."
The second place award went to
Gerald Porczak's "Volume Internal, Volume External." The following honorable mentions were
awarded to Margaret Smith, "Cut
Paper Wall," Esther Scroggy,
"Learn and Enjoy Game;" and
Joan Kahl, "Space Frame."
Two first place two dimensional design awards went to R. Crete
Harvey for her "Poncho" and
"Rug." The following honorable
mentions were awarded to Charles
Hodges. "Layout;" Georgia Schuldt, "Birdland Jazz;" and Robert
Muzur, "The Kiddy Pillar Pulltoy."
In Drawing the first place award and the Polly llodgkinson Cash
Award went to Carolyn Madara
for her "Ink and Match Stick
Figure." The honorable mentions
went to Merlin Sousz, "Figure No.
3;" and Nancy Shenk; "Nude
Standing."
In Metalwoik (jewelry and enamels) the first place award and
the Polly Hodgkinson Cash Award
went to Harold Hasselschwert for

Traf-O-Teria'
System Installed
The Traf-O-Teria system of fining parking violators which is
being used by the city of Bowling
Green is also being used in the
mctered parking lot recently opened behind the University Union,
chief of University Police William
Rohrs said.
Persons ticketed for overtime
parking may place their fines in
envelopes provided by the ticketing
officer and these envelopes placed
in one of three collection boxes in
the lot.
Chief Rohrs said fines also may
be paid at the city police desk in
the Bowling Green city hall. He
said this will provide 24-hour parking violation service which the
University Police force cannot provide. Enforcement in the lot is
being done by University Police.
Parking meters in the lot are
in operation from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
seven days a week. Fines paid
within an hour after the ticket is
received will be 25 cents but if
the ticket is not paid within an
hour the fine will be $1.

Bomeli To Attend
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Pholo by Holler
THE FACULTY AWARD (or outstanding art malor. want to thr.. students In
the University art exhibit. They are left to right: Harold Haseelschwert, Ronald
Coleman and Merlin Sousi. Souss also won the Delia Phi Delta award for the
outstanding single work with his watercolor. "Catacombs."
his "Brass and Walnut Bowl."
Hasselschwert also won two other
first place awards for his "Moonstone Necklace," and "Gold and
Opal Lady's Ring." Two second
place awards went to Merlin Sousz
for his "Oyster Pendant," and
"Condiment Set." The third place
award was given to George N.
Burneister Jr. for his "Pendant."
The following honorable mentions
were awarded to Harold Hassclschwert's "Awfully Red," "Blue
Bowl," and "Bowl with Jester Decoration;" Phyllis Cook, "Grey Tigereye Ring;" Art Limbach, "Pendant;" and Yvonne Rudd's "Silver
Pendant with Pearl."
In Oils the first place award
and the Polly Hodginson Cash A
ward went to Merlin Sousz for
his "Nocturnal Symphony." Second place Bwanl went to Charles
A. Hodges. "Still Life No. 2;"
with the third place award going
to Ronald L. Coleman's "City."
The following honorable mentions
were awarded to Ronald L. Coleman's "Plaza," and "Sadie;" Helen Rae Kane, "Still Life;" Merlin
Snusz, "City-Seascape;" Harold
Hasselschwert's "Cityscape," and
"Greek Market;" and Georgia Anne Schuldt, "Landscape."
Two first place Prints awards
and the Polly Hodgkinson Cash
Award went to Ronald L. Coleman's "Bullfight," and "Watcher." Honorable mentions went to
Anita I.uyk, "Night Town" (Bowling Green); Ronald L. Coleman,
"Moses and The Golden Lamb;"

and Marjorie King, "Geschwister."
The Sculpture first place award
and the Polly Hodgkinson Cash
Award went to Merlin Sousz's
"Steel Cathedral." The second
place award went to Harold Hasselschwert's "Moses;" with the
third place award going to Barbara Fausey, "Kneeling Woman."
Honorable mentions were awarded
to John Zeilman, "Mother and
Child;" and Merlin Sousz's "Toten," and "Moon Flower."
The first pluce Watercolor,
Gouache, or Tempera award went
to Merlin Sousz, "Catacombs."
Second place award went to Ronald L. Coleman, "235;" and third
place went to Sally Gallup for
her "Spring." The honorable mentions were awarded to R. Crete
Harvey, "Still Life No. 1 f Georgia
A. Schuldt's "Unknown," and
"Misty Morning;" Nancy Anne
Shenk for her "Still Life."
"The Fine Arts Bldg- will he
open," Mr. Ocvirk concluded, "on
Saturdays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and on Sundays from 1 to 5 p.m.
until the exhibit closes on June
9."

and honors going to outstanding
individuals and groups for activities in the 1957-58 school year.
President Ralph W. McDonald will
preside, and Dr. Harshman will
be general chairmun.
Concert music by the University
Band will open the program, followed by the Senior Processional
and signing of the National Anthem. Dr. Harshman emphasized
that seniors are expected to assemble in the main auditorium.
Administration Bldg., at 2:30 p.m.
and march in the processionnl to
the Grand Rallroom.
All students are cordially invited to attend, since awards will be
given to others besides seniors,
said Dr. Harshman.
An invocation will precede announcement of the names of students and groups receiving awards
The person giving it has not been
'lamed yet.
Specific awards in the program,
similar to last year's, are: (1) Announcement of service organizations, including Student Court, Association of Women Students, Interfraternity Council, Panhellenie
Council, Alpha Phi Omega (men's
service), Omega Phi Alpha (women's service), B-G News Staff, and
Key Staff.
(2) Athletic awards for football,
cross country, swimming, wrestling, basketball, baseball, golf, tennis, and track.
(3) Awards already presented
before Honors Day.
(■I) University Honor Societies,
Book and Motor, Beta Gamma Sigma, and Phi EUi Sigma.
(5) Special awards, including
the U.S. Army medal, and awards
to the two senior members of SICSIC whose names will he revealed
to the student body at this time.
(6) Organization awards, Sigma
Chi Foundation scholarship trophy
and the Clayton C. Kohl Fraternity scholarship trophy.
(7) Department, awards and
honors, including the Beta Alpha

Psi Accounting award, certified
public
accountant
scholarship,
James Purvis Memorial award in
art, Quill Type award (business
education),
business education
award, Suzette Seiling Memorial
award in business education, the
Chemical Journal award, American Institute of Chemists award,
Beta Pi Theta award (French),
English honors, honors in economies and political science. Gamma
Kpsilon trophy (German), home
economics alumni award, Waugh
Memorial trophy (journalism), Joy
Fuller cup (journalism), Nielson
award in Latin, Kappa Mu Kpsilon scholarship award (mathematics), Chi Omega award (sociology), speech activities award. Phi
Mu Sorority award (music), Sigma Mu award (music), Jane Shoemaker Smith scholarship award
(physical education), and the Ann
Batehelder award.
(8) College awards and honors,
including the Class of 1926 cash
award (education), and the Kheiufrnnk pre-mcdical honor award
(liberal arts.)
(9) University awards and honors, including the Fuculty Women's Club award, Book and Motor
honorary society trophy, Phi Eta
Sigma award, Omicron Delta Kappa mid-year and spring initiates,
Cap and Gown, Sigma Chi Fraternity award, Gaylord Groff Memorial trophy, Tropaeum Honoris
Feminis award, the distinguished
service award, and the president's
award.
(10) Honor graduates, receiving Cum Laudc and Magna Cum
Luude degrees.
The Senior Class will present
its gift to the University during
the Honors Day program.

WBGU Presenting
Canadian Program
A weekly review of the Canadian press can be heard every
Wednesduy at 6:30 p.m. on
WBGU.
Distributed by the National Association of Kducational Broadcasters, "Over the Back Fence"
originates from the Canadian
Broadcasting Company. Comments
of the Canadian press on current
national and international news
are featured on the series.

The 1957-58 winner of the University Song Contest will be announced, and $200 in prize money
awarded for the best lyrics and
music submitted. The song chosen
will be sung by choral groups
from Theta Chi fraternity, winner
of the 1FC Sing, and Delta Gamma sorority, winner of the May
Sing.
Singing of the University Alma
Mater and a benediction will close
the Honors Day program for 1958.
Following the benediction, seniors
will form a Recessional out of the
Grand Ballroom.

Fines By Court
Applied To 24
Sanford Lazurus, a violator of
the University Automobile Regulations, had his car suspended for
t>ne week following a decision
handed down by the Student Court
in its regular session May 7.
Richard Lehman was found
guilty of non-registration and
fined $25. The fine was suspended
on the condition that iA'hman register the car. Also guilty of nonregistration was Joe Jones. He was
fined $26.
Richard Schirripa was found
guilty of hiB second parking offense and fined $3. His car will be
suspended for one week when it
is brought back to campus after
In'ing repaired.
Daviil Snyder, also found guilty
of his second offense, was fined
$3 and his car was suspended for
one week.
Found guilty in absentia were
James Metzger, Thomas Adams,
and Joseph Walters, all for their
first offense for parking. Each
was fined $1.
Eight students waived court
hearings on campus parking violations and paid their fines last
week, the clerk of Student Court
has reported.
Fined wore: Eugene Emter, $3
and a week's car suspension for his
second offense; James Hoppel, $1
for improper registration and $1
for parking: Pat Foley, Barbara
Elliot, Jon Rockhold, Thomas Arwood, Morris Sheperd and Connie
Brogclen, all $1 for parking violations.

Light into that Live Modern flavor

Mediation Expert
To Speak Thursday
Nathan P. Feinsinger, nationally known figure in mediation and
labor relations, will speak Thursday, May 15, at 3:30 p.m. in the
recital hall of the Music Bldg.,
Dr. Robert Henderson, chairman
of the department of business administration has announced.
Prof. Feinsinger is professor of
law at the University of Wisconsin and has been visiting professor
of law this semester at the University of Michigan. His topic will
be: "The Role of Government in
Collective Bargaining — Another
Look."
A luncheon has been arranged
for 1 p.m. in the Pheasant Room
of the Union for those who wish
to meet informally with Prof. Feinsinger.

Publications Banquet
T
D
UpU A/Jaw ?«
/O L>e fieiQ IViay LO
The Publications Banquet will
be held Wednesday, May 28, at
5:30 p.m. in the Dogwood Suite
of the University Union. Reservations may be made with the journalism secretary in 316 Administration Bldg. by Friday, May 23.
The banquet is $2.25 per person.
Those who may attend the Publications banquet include: Campus Publications Committee members, journalism faculty, journalism majors and minors, staffs of
the B-G NEWS and KEY, members of Delta Sigma and Sigma
Phi, and Press Club members. The
banquet is sponsored by the Publications Committee and the journalism faculty. Ann Blackmar is
student chairman of the event.
Awards will be made to seniors
who have contributed much to the

AnHirnr Convention
AUQirUr
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lna

J°r publications
by the RecogniCampus
Committee.
Publications Committee.^
Recogni-

Edwin C. Bomcli, associate professor of accounting will attend
the Seventeenth annual international convention of the Institute
of Internal Auditors Monday, May
26 at the Detroit-Statler.
Bonieli will be a discussion group
leader and will discuss the Internal Audit function. He is an
active member in the Toledo chapter of the Institute of Internal
Auditors.

tion of service awards will also be
named as well as honor roll of persons contributing to either major
publication.
Press Club will present a trophy to the outstanding freshman
in journalism and Delta Sigma
will award trophies to the winners
of its campus publications contest—one in the printed division
and one in the mimeographed division.
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They said it couldn't be done ... a cigarette
such an improved filter... with such exciting taste.
But I.*M did it!
L*M's patented filtering process electrostatically
places extra filtering fibers crosswise to the stream
of smoke . . . enabling today's L*M to give you puff by puff -less tars in the smoke than ever
before. Yet L*M draws easy ... delivering you the
clean rich taste of the Southland's finest cigarette
tobaccos. The best tasting smoke you'll ever find.
• 1958 LlGGBTT A MYttS TOBACCO CO.
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CPA's, Students
Meeting Tonight

Calendar Of Events
All Daj
7iJ0- ;i30
11:00-12:00
11:00-12:00
J:J0 4:10
4:00 p.m.
1:00 3:20
».00 11:00

a.m.
u.m.
p.m.
PJB.
p.m.
p.m.

All Day
7:J0 7:50 U.m,
1:IS 1:43 p.m.
3:30- 4:30 p.m.
3:30- 4:30 p.m.
3:30- 4:30 p.m.
3:30- 3:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
4:20- 3:00 p.m.
3:00- 3:20 p.m.
6:00 7:00 p.m.
6:00- 9:00 p.m.
1:00- >:00 p.m.
1:30- 1:00 p.m.
1:30- 1:30 p.m.
1:30 10:00 p.m.
7:00. 1:00 p.m.
7:00- 1:00 p.m.
7:00- 1:00 p.m.
7:00- 0:00 p.m.
1:00- 3:30 p.m.
Ill} p.m.
All Day
7:30- 7:50 cm.
10:00-12:00 u.m.
1:30- 3.30 p.m.
3:30- 4:30 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
3:00- 5:20 p.m.
5:00- 1:00 p.m.
1:15- 7:13 p.m.
1:15- 7:15 p.m.
1:30 7:00 p.m,
4:30 7:30 p.m.
1:30- 1:30 p.m.
7:00- 1:00 p.m.
7:00 10:00 p.m.
7:15- 1:15 p.m.
7:45- 0:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
Ills p.m.
4:30 8:30 p.m.
AU Dar
7:30- 7iS0 a.m.
10:00 12:00 p.m.
1:30- 1:30 p.m.
3:00- 5:20 p.m.
1:30 1:00 p.m.
7:00 1:00 p.m.
7 p.m.- 1 a.m.
•ill p.m.
1:00 12:00 p.m.
I p.m.- I u.m.
I p.m.- 1 a.m.
All Day
7:10- 7:50
Afternoon
2:00- 4:00
5:00- 5:20
5:00- 1:00
7 p.m.- 1
1:15 p.m.
I p.m.- 1
10:00-12:00
Alternoon
Fvonlnq
2:30 4:00
5:00 7:30
5:30- 1:30
1:00 p.m.
1:10 p.m.
1:30- 1:00
IIIS p.m.
All Dar
7:10. 7:30
1:30 4:30
3:45- 5:00
4:00 p.m.
5:00. 5:20
1:00- 1:00
1:15- 7:13
1:13- 7:15
4:30 1:00
1:30- 1:10
1:45- 1:30
7:00- 1:00
7:00 1:00
7:10- 1:10
7:10. 1:10

a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m,
a.m.
u.m.
a.m.
and
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Tuosday. May II
TIM Aria Gallory
Sovonlh Annual Student Art txlhlbtl
Right Anu>-Room, Proul Cbapol
CCF Prayor Mooting
Alumni Room. Univonity Union
Coumolor Training Program
. Gat* Ihiam Aud.
Al'HOTC Common Hour
UCr Rallglon Couri. .
Studio B. Practical Arts Bldg.
Woman'! Blda.
Woman'! Tanni! Club Maating
Right Ante-Boom, Proul Cbapol
CCF Prayor Mooting
Campui Bludy Group
Whllo Dogwood Sulla. Unlvorally Union
Wodnoodar. May 14
Savonlh Annual Studont Art Exhlbll
Finn Arts Canary
CCF Prayor Mooting
Right Anlo-Roocn. Prout Chapal
Army ROTC Rorlow
,— Alodium
Nowman Club Religion Clans
Parry and Croatian Roonu
Nownoan Club Rallglon Clan
Wayna Room
UCF Worship Borneo
Proul Cbapol
English Dapartmsnl—Boohs and Coffsa Hour
Alumni Room
Cc-Ed Archory Club Maating
Woman's Bldg.
WRA Picnic
Coll Club Mooting
100 Woman's Bldg. or Golf Courso
CCF Prayor Maating
Right Ante-Room. Proul Cbapol
Circle I Mooting
. Wayno Room
UCF Board o) Trustoas Banquet
Pink Dogwood Room
Whlto Dogwood Room
Industrial Arts Banquet
UnlToralty Union
Omoga Phi Alpha Mooting
Alumni Room
Pi Omega PI Banquet
100 Administration Bldg.
1FC Mooting
Orchaiii and Dal Sarlaa Mooting
101. 101 Women's Bldg.
41 Ovormun Hall
Geological Soctoly Mooting
104 Practical Art! Bldg.
Homo Economics Moating
Ohio Sulla
OSEA (FTAI Maating
Parry and Croghan Room!
Kappa Mu Epiilon Maating
Macboth''
Main Aud.
Unlaaralty Theatre Major Production
Thursday. May 15
Una Arts Gallory
Seventh Annual Studont Art Exhibit
Right Anto-Room. Proul Cbapol
CCF Prayor Masting
Studont Toachor Lacturas
Rocraatlon Hall
RacroaUon Hall
Studont Toachor Locturoa
Studio B
UCF Religion Course
Woman's Tannis Club
Woman's Bldg.
Right Anto-Room. Proul Chapal
CCF Prayor Mealing
Booh and Motor Banquot
Whllo Dogwood Room
Ohio Illvar Room
Nowman Club Religion Class
Ohio Capital Room
Nowman Club Rallglon Class .
Prout Cbapol
Chrlilian Sdonco Organliation
Studio B
Quill Typo Mealing
Bata PI Thola Mooting
Wayno Room
Alpha Epiilon Doha Mooting
Pvrry and Croghan Rooms
Alunvhl Room
Campui Bridge Club Mooting
Ohio Capital Room
Nowman Club Rallglon Class
El Clrculo Hlspanlco Moating
Harrison Room
Phi Dalta Kappa Mooting
University Theatre Motor Production "Macbolk"
Main Aud.
Tau Beta Sigma Maating
Parry and Croghan Rooms
Friday.
May II
rino Arts OaUory
Sovantb Annual Studont Art Exhibit
Right Anla Room, Proul Cbapol
CCF Prayor Mooting
Studont Toachor Lecture!
. Racrautlon Hall
Student Toachor Lactuiai
Rocraatlon Hal]
CCF Prayor Moating
Right Aito-Room. Prout Chapal
Harrison and Wayno Rooms
CCF Mooting
lowlih Congregation Moating
. Prout Cbapol
Phi Doha Thola Spring Formal
Findlay Country Club
Unlvinlty Theatre Malor Production "Macbolh"
Main Aud.
Delta Upsllon Formal Danes
Porrysburg Legion Hall
Phi Kappa Tau Closed Formal
Alumni Room
Troadway Hall Closod Formal
Grand Ballroom
Saturday, May 17
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Right Anta Room, Proul Chapal
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CCr Prayor Mooting
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Main Aud.
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Sunday, May II
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Hall ol Music Aud.
UCF Mooting
Ohio Sulla
Phi Ela Sigma Initiation
Studio B
Lutheran Student Association Mooting
St. Mark's Lutheran Church
Phi Ela Sigma Banquot
Fink Dogwood Room
Gammrj Delia Mooting
Alumni Room
Symphony Concert
Grand Ballroom
Monday. May II
Sovanth Annual Studont AH Exhibit
line Arts Oallorr
CCF Prayor Maating
Right Anto-Room, Prout Chapal
UCF Rallglon Count
Studio B
CCF Mooting
Proul Chapal
Co Ed Archory Club Mooting
Woman's Bldg.
CCF Prayor Mooting
Right Anto-Room. Prout Chapal
Phi Alpha Thola Banquot
__,
Alumni Room
Nowman Club Hallglon Class University Union—Ohio (Capital) Sulla
Nswman Club Religion Class Unlvonlly Union—Rlvar (Ohio) Suite
Ortantation Loador Moating
Dogwood Sulla
Panning Rlfloi
Grand Ballroom
Sailing Club Mooatlng
Harrison and Wayno Sultoa
International Rotation! Club Moating
Studio B
Kappa Mu Epiilon Math Halp Soiilon
SOS Administration Bldg.
Dolla It! Alpha Maating
Parry and Croghan Roonu
Pro Law Club Mooting
104 Administration Bldg.

University Symphony Orchestra
To Give Final Concert May 18
The University Symphony
< )rchestra under the direction
of Professor Seymour L. Benstock will present its final
concert of the year on Sunday,
May 18 at 8:15 p.m. in the
(■rand Ballroom of the University
Union. The program will feature
music of the classical, romantit-.
and modern eras and will include
two well-known works of symphonic repetoire; the "Fifth Symphony" by Beethoven and "Lea
I'reludcs" by Liszt.

tic form in one movement created
by Liszt. The work is prefaced by
several pargraphs written by
Liszt himself in which he described
the liteary impressions which constitute the springboard of his creative imagnation.
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Americas Expl
Fascinating Picture Of Solar System
(INS)—A fascinating if
frightening: new picture of the
Solar System suggests that
additional hazards to space
travel may lie beyond the zone
of radiation danger discovered by America's explorer satellites
at altitude*! above 600 miles.
According to this picture, developed
by
Dr.
Eugene
N.
Parker at the University of Chicago, the sun is surrounded by
a powerful magnetic "shell," consisting of "tangled
magnetic
clouds," that extend out as far
as the planet Jupiter.
The sun's great "shell" may
bear some resemblance to the band
of electrified hydrogen gas which
is beileved to be causing the
thousand-fold increase, announcetl
this week, in deadly radiation at
altitudes 600 to 10,000 miles above
the earth.
Hut the sun's shell is obviously
something much stronger, since
its magnetic clouds can turn back
powerful cosmic rays or, if they
get inside, bounce them aronud
like billiard halls. Normally, cosmic radiation is probably more intense outside the shell.
Thus the nature of "true space"
may not be known until instru-

mented artificial "comets"—satellites with orbits elongated by millions of miles- rim be sent out
to measure conditions beyond Jupiter.
The shell appears to be caused
by hot gases agitated free of the
sun's corona by heat.
Or. Parker found that, although
the temperature at the surface
of the sun is only 10,000 degrees
Fahrenheit, the gases of the corona are often at temperatures in
millions of degrees. They apparently are heated by some kind of
"sound" waves that proceed upward from the turbulent solar
body.
On occasions, however, the radiation danger may lie inside the
shell. During solar storms when
great quantities of radioactivity
are thrown off by the sun, the
shell tends to prevent the radiation from escaping.
For example, during the great
solar "flare" of February. 19B6,
when a tongue of flame shot out
from the sun and then recedetl
within 10 minutes, the resulting
enormous increase in radiation
continued to bombard the earth
from all directions for 18 hours.
The radiation particles were travelling at almost the speed of

WHAT IS A JAPANCSf lANK?

light. They would have reached the
earth in about ten minutes if they
had come in a straight line. The
only explanation for the delay and
the multiplicity of directions was
that, before striking the earth,
they had been bounced back and
forth many times within the miiEnetic globe.
Dr. Herman J. Scheafer, of the
Navy's School of Aviation Medicine at Penaacola, Fla., has calculated that if a space ship had
been aloft during tha 18 hours of
the 1966 bombardment its passengers would have suffered 200
"Roentgens" of radioactivity.
That would be certain to cause
severe illness, and la getting up
toward the 400 "Roentgens" this
is ordinarily considered the I.-ilt.il
tlose.
By comparison, a man spending
18 hours in the newly-discovered
danger zone above the earth would
suffer about one Roentgen of radiation.
That would be as much as the
Atomic Energy Commission allows
any of its workers to sustain in
a month, but would not cause illness. The space traveler youltl become ill only if he remained in an
orbit at the 600-10,000 miles altitudes for weeks or months.

A Certified Public AccountantStudent night will highlight the
Ohio Society of Public Accountants meeting this evening in the
University Union.
The program includes a dinner
at 6:30 p.m. followed by a meeting at 7:45 p.m.
M. F. Scmeltz, associate professor of accounting announced that
this CPA-Student night is to encourage members to bring as
guests high school seniors, clients
or any other students that they
know of and that are interested in
pursuing Public Accounting as
a career. Approximately 35 CPA's
and 35 students will attend the
program.
Mr. Paul Fertig who has been
nn leave from Ohio State University to the American Institute of
Accountants for the purpose of
doing research on the general programs of continuing education will
be the speaker. He will evaluate
and lay out continuing education
problems for college students after graduation, CPA's after certification and businessmen after
becoming executives. He will also
discuss the pros and cons of many
management training programs.
"This program of continuing
education ties in very well with
the tax practice administration
course that we offered to our
chapter last year, and we have
A national expert as a speaker on
the subject. It should be challenging for both the students and
CPA's," stated professor Schmcltz.

Bomeli Gets Fellowship
To Examine Company
Edwin C. Bomeli, associate professor of accounting has received
• fellowship from the Foundation
for Economic Education sponsored
by the General Tire »nd Rubber
Company.
The fellowship which is for six
weeks is to give Professor Bomeli
the opportunity to investigate all
phases of company's operation including attendance of a top level
planning conference.
When the fellowship expires
Aug. 1, Bomeli will give his recommendations to the company on
its policies.
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IF

SILENCE WERE

REALLY

GOLDEN, fishermen

would be up to their hip boots in cash. They're so
KiNNitH ottao.
Chile Filly
INDIAN* TICHNICIl Coll.

noiseless, they won't even wear loud shirts. But
when they (Groan!) run out of Luckies, they
almost lose control. They rant, rave and blow their

Students Begin
Special Courses

Three courses in education required by student teachers during
their
semester of professional conThe program will open with the
overture to Hocart's comic opera, centration are now beginning, ac"Cosi fan tutte." This will then be cording to Dr. Charles Young, difollowed by the Beethoven "Fifth rector of student teaching. Ap.
Symphony," one of the most popu- proximately 260 students are enrolled.
lar symphonies.
The courses. Education 333, 383.
Following the iiitcrminsion, the and 343, will meet daily, continufeatured soloist of the evening,
ing until June 3, Dr. Young stated.
Bruce Brown, will be heard in the
Each student will be required to
"Foem for Flute and Orchestra"
by the American composer, Charles t-pend part of each day in special
library assignments in addition to
T. Griffes. Mr. Brown, who is solo class time.
flutist of the University OrchesEducation 833 is a seminar
tra, is the winner of the Third course designed for those working
Annual Audition held each spring
by the orchestra for the propose toward secondary school certification. Education 388 is a similar
of choosing a soloist for the final course required for those in eleconcert of the year. Chosen from
mentary education. Both are three
among
seven candidates,
Mr. hour courses.
Brown, is presently also a member
Education 343, equired for both
of the Toledo Symphony Orchessecondary and elementary educatra.
tion majors, is a two credit hour
The program will conclude with course dealing with the relationship
Franz Liszt s "Les Preludes." This between the teacher and the adcomposition i« a superb example ministration and organisation of
of the symphonic poem; a roman-the public schools.
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slacks—all in sign language, of course! Result?
The unusual phenomenon called a Quiet Riot!
Lucky's popularity, after all, is no fluke. A Lucky
is the best-tasting cigarette you can buy—and for
good reason. It's made of naturally light, goodtasting tobacco, toasted to taste even better. So
oivio ouiANitt.
u. or

Furry Sumy

why flounder around? Get Luckies yourself!
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Dim Gym

WHAT IS A WANDEt-ING ESKIMO?
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LIGHT UP A
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Polar Stroller

WHAT DO DIHOMATS M
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Stuck for dough?
START STICKLING!
MAKE $25

We'll pay $25 for every Stickler
we print—and for hundreds
more that never get used! Sostart
Stickling—they're so easy you
can think of dozens in seconds!
Sticklers are simple riddles with
two-word rhyming answers.
Roth words must have the same
number of syllables. (Don't do
drawings.) Send 'em all with
your name, address, college and
class to Happy-Joe-Lucky, Box
67A, Mount Verrton, N. Y.

t SMOKE- LIGHT UP A LUCKY!
Product of <JM»jfm»*iccmtJo9ateo-<£»yi<m*— JuGacco- is our middle immi

